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Could Supporting Donald Trump Be Bad For Your Love Life ?
While Republican leadership is deciding

PARIS - SAN DIEGO, 21.05.2016, 10:19 Time

USPA NEWS - While the Republican leadership is deciding whether or not to support presumptive Republican presidential nominee
Donald Trump, some singles are signaling that political controversy is a major turn-off when it comes to romance....

While the Republican leadership is deciding whether or not to support presumptive Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump,
some singles are signaling that political controversy is a major turn-off when it comes to romance. In a new survey of 1,384 singles
conducted by specialty dating service It's Just Lunch, when asked 'Has a date's political opinions ever ruined a date for you?' 33%
said yes. Of that 33%, 15% gave their date another chance but 18% never wanted to see the other person again. Singles who labeled
themselves as 'more conservative' were the most sensitive to the other person's political proclivities: 41% considered their meeting
ruined and 21% wouldn't give their date a second chance. 

As to that old adage to never discuss politics, especially on a date, 69% of singles found it to be at least potentially positive. 41%
believed that talking politics on a first date was risky, but it could make for interesting conversation and 28% said it was a perfectly fine
way for two people to see if they connect on an intellectual level.
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